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Coffee table refrigerator touch of modern

· · · This email was sent to: because you subscribe to our email list. You can visit us online to modify your subscription preferences. If you no longer wish to receive these emails, you can unsubscribe. To make sure that all emails are delivered successfully, add the
hello@email.touchofmodern.com to your contact list. We employ! Join the Touch of Modern team by checking our open positions. Touch of Modernity, 350 Rhode Island St, Apartment 400, San Francisco, CA 94103 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates This innovative smart
coffee table is equipped with a Bluetooth speaker, a beverage drawer in the fridge and a hub for charging devices, all of which can be operated from a tempered glass touch screen. Tempered glass countertop with touch control Refrigerator drawer keeps drinks chilled Bluetooth speakers
synchronized with smart devices, while USB TV ports and sockets charge devices at the table Free White Glove service includes home delivery and setup Membership is required to complete a pickup purchase at the club or at the curb in Sam's Club. When you're bingeing through a new
show and don't feel like getting up to hit the fridge for food and drinks, just reach for this cool new fridge coffee table. This futuristic, multifunctional coffee table has not only two cooling drawers with independent cooling controls, but also two powerful built-in Bluetooth speakers, two USB
charging ports and touch LED controls on a tempered glass countertop. Ideal for storing plenty of extra rounds of beer, carbonated drinks and sparkling water near the sofa along with chilled dishes, especially for parties or iof you own a small house. Hmm, in future versions, I hope to add an
induction hob to cook the food on top along with a wireless charging and ice maker. Also, if you lose your remote control, it's probably in the fridge. As an Amazon Associate, I earn money from eligible purchases. This helps support your site. With! As an Amazon Associate, I earn money
from eligible purchases. Related: Devices HUMElab's ambition is to introduce modern furniture designed from the best materials into our daily lives. Whether you're using it as the digital heart of your home or integrating it into your business, HUMElab smart furniture is ready to take you
away from the future of integrated technology and help you enter the digital age in style.
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